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Both GMP models operate an IVT reaction volume of 20
mL per cavity. The large-scale enables mass production
via sequential-staggered production.
R&D model supports either high-throughput RNA
screening (up to 192 constructs per run) or small-scale
production (up to 100 mg per batch).

Introduction

Technology

IVT process developed and transferred 
from partner eTheRNA Therapeutics1.

Optimal process

Best performance guaranteed with our ready-to-use
reagent mixes at the right concentration and ratio,
available in bags for ease of use. The recipe is financially
efficient for reagent consumption and RNA yield.
Generic process validated on multiple targets. Yet, if
required, it can be adapted to specific sequences.
Optimal and without the requirement for optimization
when entering large-scale manufacturing, as the
production is based on sequential-staggered production
of 20 mL reactions.
Process generating high-quality, pure RNA. This poster
demonstrates low dsRNA contents.

Three models
covering needs from R&D to commercial production

Key benefits

Process performances

Further developments aim to validate the
system for multiple mRNA-based targets,
including self-amplifying RNAs.
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Optimal IVT approach is a solution simplifying
purification.
The optimized composition of our IVT reaction
mixes ensures high productivity (yield > 4 g/L) high
capping efficiency (> 90%) and minimal dsRNA
formation. In the current study, dsRNA level was
< 150 ng dsRNA/mg RNA for all the constructs.
mRNA production with NtensifyTM is seamless,
without compromising quality.

Conclusions

High productivity + high quality (on 
multiple constructs) 

Ready-to-use reagent mixes

No scale-up beyond 20 mL required, 
saving time and money

Automated and low footprint machine
Lower CoGs
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Rationale

1 Optimal IVT1

Simple single-step purification2
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